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I. Read and translate the following text and put five types of questions to the underlined fragment.

One way of writing an effective abstract is to start with a draft of the complete paper and do the following: highlight the objective and the conclusions that are in the paper's introduction and the discussion; bracket information in the methods section of the paper that contains keyword information; highlight the results from the discussion or results section of the paper; compile the above highlighted and bracketed information into a single paragraph; condense the bracketed information into the key words and phrases that identify but do not explain the methods used; delete extra words and phrases; delete any background information; rephrase the first sentence so that it starts off with the new information contained in the paper, rather than with the general topic. One way of doing this is to begin the first sentence with the phrase "this paper" or "this study"; revise the paragraph so that the abstract conveys the essential information.

II. Answer the following questions.
1. What powerful scientific schools have been founded at the National Aviation University?
2. What is the purpose of the ecological problems researches?
3. Why is the biosphere of the Earth radically transformed?

III. Look through the text, render it in your native language and give definitions to the underlined terms.

What are the major aspects and ways of solving this most complicated problem at the beginning of the 21st century – the restoration of the unity between man and nature, the problem of turning the material production from a purely technical and social element into a biosocial one, into a means of the purposeful transformation of the biosphere? A scientific understanding of the essence of the relation between society and nature, correct from the point of view of the world outlook and methodology, can serve as a general theoretical foundation for solving the ecological problem. Some of the scientists regard the ecological problem as one of the insoluble global problems of our time. Some of them even say that human civilization will inevitably perish as a result of industrial, urban, vehicular, and demographic pollution of the environment and the depletion of non-renewable natural resources.